
DOG INFORMATION

BREED:________________________________________________________

COLOR/MARKINGS:______________________________________________

DATE OF BIRTH:_________________________________________________

SEX: Male Female SHOTS: Yes No DE-WORMED: Yes No

FOOD:_________________________________________________________

DAM:__________________________________________________________

SIRE:__________________________________________________________
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TERMS: initial each bullet point, as well as the bottom of each page and then sign full signature at

end.

● The buyer agrees to assume full responsibility for this dog once it leaves the premises. _______

● The buyer further agrees to provide a loving, warm and safe environment of neither extreme heat
nor cold and will provide food and water and seek veterinarian care when needed for the dog to
live a normal and happy life. _______

● The buyer agrees that in the event the dog should become ill or die as a result of negligence or
carelessness from the buyer, there will be no replacement. _______

● The seller believes that at time of sale, the dog is in good health and is of sound body. There is a
one year health guarantee against life threatening genetic defects only. The guarantee is only
valid with written proof of BOTH the seller’s veterinarian and the buyers’ veterinarian. _______

● The buyer must have the dog checked by his/her own veterinarian within 7 days of sale, or the
seller cannot be responsible for replacement. Replacement guarantee is only valid if the dog was
seen by your veterinarian within 7 days of sale and there is written proof by your veterinarian.
_______

● All puppies carry parasites, some of which are not detectable until they go to a new home. The
buyer must have a fecal test done for Giardiasis and Coccidiosis within 7 days. Parasites are life
threatening if not treated. If puppy dies due to parasites, the breeder is not responsible. _______

● If within 7 days of the date of sale you believe the dog to be sick or find a genetic defect, you
agree to return it to the seller. We will either replace or return the dog to you in well condition. If
you take the dog to the veterinarian during this period or incur any expenses, the seller shall not
be responsible or liable. _______
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● Buyer agrees not to spay or neuter this puppy until he/she is fully grown (at minimum 14-18
months for medium breed [65 lbs or less], 24 months for larger breeds). Guarantee is void if the
puppy is spayed or neutered before these times. Puppies need these important hormones for
healthy growth both structurally and mentally. It is our belief that spaying and neutering at too
young an age is not good for building a strong foundation and giving your puppy the ability to
grow a strong and stable structure. _______

● Buyer agrees and has been advised that puppies grow at a very fast rate and therefore need to
have only moderate exercise. No long walks or runs on hard surfaces (ie/ concrete) until puppy is
at least 12 months of age. Seller is not responsible for injuries incurred as a result of over
exercise. “Exercise that Fits the Puppy” is the recommended guide to follow provided to the
buyer upon purchase. _______

● In the event of death, the buyer (at the buyer’s expense) MUST provide the seller a letter stating
cause of death from the attending veterinarian and a copy of the autopsy report. If the cause of
death is determined to be a life threatening congenital condition an arrangement for a
replacement puppy will be made. _______

● The Buyer has been advised not to let this puppy/dog become obese which will stress internal
organs, joints, ligaments and tendons. If your dog is overweight it will be susceptible to health
problems and not live as long as expected. Seller is not responsible for problems incurred due
to obesity. _______

● Buyer agrees to follow recommended vaccination schedule/protocol provided by seller,
Guarantee is void if buyer chooses not to follow recommended schedule. We recommend
vaccinations for potentially fatal diseases only (Ie/Parvo, Distemper); over vaccination (including
vaccination for non-fatal diseases) can cause immunosuppression to dogs' system rather than
protection from disease. Informed consent/being aware of possible adverse side effects
(weighing risks versus benefits for each vaccine) is crucial in vaccination decisions. We believe
the best way to prevent over-vaccination is to consider titer testing as an alternative to routine
vaccination. Longevity is our goal and motivation in regards to our recommended protocol.
_______
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Dr. Jean Dodds Vaccine Protocol: https://drjeandoddspethealthresource.tumblr.com/post/1475959

Video link below: proactive and integrative wellness veterinarian Dr. Karen Becker provides
necessary information about pet vaccinations..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1j4ZGfAJ2Jk&t=249s

● It is understood by the buyer that there will be NO CASH REFUND on the sale of the dog and
no reimbursement for any veterinarian bills that you have incurred. _______

● Buyer agrees to forgo the consistent use of flea and tick medications (even if Vet
recommended) as safe and effective. These contain neurotoxins that can create seizure
disorders and other adverse side effects/harms to your dog. _______

● Seller recommends utilizing identification and GPS tags for their dogs, (also tattooing when
doing spay or neuter) as the safest alternative to microchipping. Buyer agrees to not micro-chip
their dog/puppy before personally researching benefits/harms and lawsuits made against
micro-chip companies. _______

● The buyer agrees to return the dog to seller (or inform seller of this need and has an agreed
upon suitable new home for the dog) if for any reason (health, finances, etc) buyer needs to
rehome the dog. Seller does not want any dog from Liberty Farm to end up in a shelter.
_______

● The Buyer agrees to not breed their dog unless written permission is provided to them by the
seller. _______

● The Buyer retains the right to rescind agreement on sale of a puppy to said buyer up until the time
puppy is taken home (Ie/ due to unforeseen unknown circumstances of buyer). _______

● All dogs over 1 year of age are SOLD AS IS. THERE IS NO GUARANTEE. _______
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Buyer hereby agrees to: (check off and initial below)

A. _____Take possession of said dog now. Paid in Full$___________

B ______PAY $___________ on deposit, which will be nonrefundable to hold puppy.

Puppy will be picked up by the buyer on __________(date) At which time the balance

will be due in full.

BUYER:_________________________________________________

ADDRESS:______________________________________________

CITY & STATE: _______________HOME PHONE: __________________

WORK PHONE:_________________ EMAIL:___________________

PURCHASE PRICE: $

DEPOSIT: $

TOTAL DUE: $
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I HAVE READ THE ABOVE BILL OF SALE AND FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
TERMS OF THIS CONTRACT.

BUYER[S]:

PRINT NAME:____________________________________________

SIGN:___________________________________________________

DATE:____________________

SELLER:

PRINT NAME: ____________________________________________

SIGN: __________________________________________________

DATE:____________________

BREEDER
Charlotte Gentis

Phone: 604-786-2570
libertyfarmbc@gmail.com
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